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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Previous Investigations
Slotted antennas formed by making outs in closed
metallic surfaces have recently become of considerable
importance in applications.

A complete analysis of the

radiation due to such an antenna would of necessity
account for the exact configuration of the energy source,
and a determination of the electromagnetic fields interior
and exterior to the aforesaid metallic surface would be
required.

In practice, the cuts or slots are usually so

shaped that reasonable assumptions as to the field dis
tribution in the slot can be made.

Analytically, the

problem is then reduced to the solution of the exterior
and interior boundary value problem of electromagnetic
theory.

As a rule energy sources are restricted to the

interior of the closed metallic surface, and the method
of excitation varies with the particular application.
In general, it can be said that there are two problems
of fundamental importance to antenna theory.

The first of

these is the radiation problem which deals with the spatial
distribution of fields at relatively large distances from
the antenna.

The second of these is the impedance problem
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which deals with the relation between the voltage and cur
rent at the energy source.

The radiation problem will be

of major interest here, but information in regard to the
impedance problem will be found through a determination of
the external currents flowing on the radiating cylinder.
The radiation and diffraction properties of infinite
cylinders has been a subject of continued and growing
interest since World War II.

A

search of the literature

revealed nineteen publications in this specific area, of
which all but two carried dates within the last eight years.
A large portion of the work on this topic has dealt
with slots in circular cylinders.

Sinclair (13) determined

the external field due to a narrow axial slot of infinite
length in an infinite circular cylinder and presented
computational results for the range of parameters of prin
cipal interest. Papas and King (S) continued the study
and obtained additional results pertaining to the current
distribution on the cylinder.

They also presented more

computational results.
Silvers and Saunders (10,11) considered a slot of
arbitrary configuration in a circular cylinder with an
arbitrary distribution of field across this slot. In
particular, they have shown that the radiation pattern in
the horizontal plane due to a narrow vertical axial slot
of finite length with arbitrary voltage distribution along
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Its length is identical with that due to an Infinite axial
slot with uniform voltage distribution along its length.
Haycock and Wiley

applied the results of Silvers and

Saunders to obtain the radiation patterns and radiation
conductances for several types of slotted circular cylinders.
Taylor (l6) dealt with the problem of synthesis of
horizontal radiation patterns due to arrays of axial slots
on a circular cylinder.
All of the above work has been based on an expansion
of the fields external to the circular cylinder in complete
sets of circular wave functions.

Special convergence

difficulties arise in this type of colution when the cylin
der radius is large in terms of wavelengths.

This has led

Bailin (1) to carry out computations on automatic digital
computing machinery for several oases of cylinders of
large radii.

In addition^ Bain (2) has presented a rather

extensive experimental investigation of the radiation prop
erties of circular cylinders of large radii.
Of more general interest than the slotted circular
cylinder is the slotted elliptic cylinder.

Until recently

work in this connection has been hampered by the lack of
suitable tables.

The recent publication in 1951

ot

new

tables of the elliptic wave functions (33) ^7 tJhe Computa
tion Laboratory of the National Applied Mathematics Lab
oratories has stimulated interest in this topic, however.

The initial work in regard to radiating elliptio
cylinders was apparently done by Carter, Martin, and
Thorne (3) who treated the case of an infinite axial slot
in an infinite elliptio cylinder.

They derived the field

expressions and presented some ootoputatlonal results. In
addition, experimental results for a rather wide range of
ellipse parameters were given.
Recently Wong (19) has obtained computational results
in regard to the radiation conductance of axial and trans
verse slots in cylinders of elliptic cross section, and
Rhodes (9) has considered the case of an infinite axial slot
in a circular or elliptic cylinder excited by a travelling
wave.
Taylor (17) has generalized the work of Silvers and
Saunders (10,11) previously mentioned and obtained far field
expressions for the radiation due to an arbitrary field dis
tribution in an arbitrarily shaped slot on an Infinite
elliptic cylinder.
All of the work in regard to circular and elliptic
cylinders suffers from rather serious convergence difficul
ties when the cylinder dimensions become large compared to
wavelength.

In this regard. Lax and Feshbach (6) have pre

sented a very illuminating paper dealing with the two dimen
sional acoustical radiation problem for cylinders of arbi
trary cross section.

Although couched in the language of
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aooustics, their work has its exact counterpart in problems
of electromagnetic theory.

They have obtained far field

expansions which converge rapidly when the cylinder dimen
sions and radius of curvature are large compared to wave
length, and when the prescribed pressure or velocity dis
tribution is relatively slow varying.
B.

Statement of Problem and Brief Summary

The problem which is the subject of this investigation
is concerned with a cylinder of infinite extent, the genera
tors of which are parallel to the Z axis of a rectangular
coordinate system.

The cylinder is specified by a curve or-

in the 3CY plane.
The curve cr- is closed, has no multiple points, and
has a continuous curvature. There exists a positive integer
m such that every line parallel to the X or Y axis meets
the curve in at most m points (31i. PP. S5-g6).
In connection with slotted antennas, the cylinder is
considered to have an infinite aperture or slot parallel
to the Z axis and of constant width as illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2.

The cylinder is assumed to be perfectly

conducting, and, hence, the tangential electric field must
be zero everywhere on the cylinder except in the slot.

The

slot is assumed to be excited in sueh a fashion that the
electric field vector in the slot is independent of z in
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AXIAL SLOT

CURVE

Figure 1.

Perspective Sketch of Slotted Cylindrical
Antenna with an Infinite Axial Slot

7-

SLOT

cr

Figure 2.

Cross Sectional View of Slotted Cylindrical
Antenna with an Infinite Axial Slot

both magnitude and phase, is parallel to the XX plane, and
is tangential to the cylinder extended through the slot.
It is further assumed that there are no energy sources in
the infinite space exterior to the cylinder.
The electromagnetic field quantities which satisfy
Maxwell's equations at every point external to the cylinder,
which take on prescribed values on the cylinder, and which
satisfy a radiation condition at infinity are to be deter
mined.
In Chapter II a number of things related to the problem
are discussed. In Chapter II.A the slotted antenna problem
as described in the last paragraphs is reduced to a two
dimensional boundary value problem in a single scalar quan
tity which satisfies the wave equation.

The uniqueness of

the solution to this two dimensional problem is established
in Chapter II.B.

Also an integral equation which the solu

tion to this problem satisfies is derived in Chapter II.0,
and an existence theorem can then be formulated from the
theory of integral equations.

It is shown in Chapter II.D

that the solution of the slotted antenna problem is very
closely related to a corresponding diffraction problem.
In fact, the far field radiation characteristics of a
slotted antenna can be obtained directly if the plane wave
diffraction characteristics of the cylinder are completely
known.
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In order to determine ourrent distributions and radi
ation patterns for particular types of radiating cylinders,
it is necessary to solve the integral equation derived in
Chapter II. It is ordinarily difficult to obtain such
solutions in closed form, but approximate solutions are
readily found. In Chapter III.A a number of topics of
general interest connected with the problem are discussed
while in Chapter III.B procedures for obtaining approximate
solutions to the integral equation are reviewed with partic
ular reference to the slotted antenna problem.
Specific applications to several types of slotted
cylindrical antennas are described in Chapter IV.

The main

purpose of the worls; presented here is to illustrate the
validity of the integral equations approach to the slotted
antenna problem through direct application.

Calculations

have been carried out for circular and elliptic cylinders in
Chapter IV.A and Chapter IV.B and the results have been com
pared to those obtained by known methods (3»13).

An evalu

ation of various approximation methods is thus obtained.
In Chapter IV.0 the integral equation method has been applied
to a slotted cylindrical antenna of square cross section.
In addition, experimental radiation patterns have been ob
tained for the elliptic and square cases for comparison with
the calculated radiation patterns.

The integral equation

has been solved explicitly for the circular case in Chapter

IV.A, and the result obtained agrees with that found through
expansion in circuit wave functions (^,13),
It might be noted at this point that the multiple slot
case represents a trivial extension of the results for a
single slot since the radiation characteristics of a multi
ple slot system can be obtained by the superposition of
single slot solutions.

This results from the fact that

both the differential equation and the condition at infinity
are linear and homogeneous.
0.

Definitions of Symbols

Throughout this dissertation the time dependence of
the field vectors has been represented by a factor
e.g.,
E(x,y,a,t) a

E(x,y,

As is conventional, the factor
symbol

(1.1)
as well as the

which means "the real part of", has been sup

pressed in all of the equations which appear.
The symbolization which has been used is intended to
conform to convention in the field of electromagnetic theory
insofar as possible.

All but the most commonplace symbols

are defined as they are introduced in the text.

A small

amount of duplication in the symbolization exists, but
this occurs only in widely removed topics and should lead
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to no confusion. It w&s felt that this small amount of
duplication was preferable to a large departure from the
conventional.
A partial list of symbols is given below for conveni
ence in reference:
i

is the imaginary unit and satisfies the
equation i^ ~ -1*

tpT represent general values of the parameters
in parametric expressions for closed curves.
An exception is the use of t as the time
variable on page 10.
tJL) is the angular velocity in radians per second
of a periodic function of time.
ju is the magnetic permeability of an isotropic
homogeneous medium.
€ is the dielectric permittivity of an iso
tropic homogeneous medium.
*

denotes the complex conjugate of a given
quantity, viz., w*".

k

is defined by the expression
or, alternatively, by k =
(kr), Hjj(kr),

^
,

are used interchangeably

to represent the first kind of Hankel function
of the nth order. Primes denote differentiation
with respect to the argument.

-12Jn(kr), Jji are used interchangeably to represent
the first kind of Bessel function of the nth
order. Primes again denote differentiation
with respect to the argument.
KCt,?") is used to signify the kernel of a
Predholm type integral equation of the second
kind.
v(P,Gi) denotes a unit source function and is
equal to (lAi)H^^^(krp^) where rp^ is the
distance between points P and <4.
U

is a function which is proportional to the
specified tangential electric field. It is
defined in equations (2,12) and (2.1M-).

f(t) denotes the inhomogeneous term in a Predholm
integral equation of the second kind.

It is

first used in equation (2,^5)•
P(t) is a function used in connection with the
geometry of the ellipse.
equation

It is defined in
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II. aSNERAL 7HE0BX

A.

Formulation of Problem

It is considered in all that follows that the medium
external to the cylinder is homogeneous and isotropic with
zero conductivity, that the cylinder is a perfect conductor
except at the slot, and that the constant electric field
in the slot is independent of the z coordinate.

The state

ment of the problem as given in Chapter I.B leads to certain
conclusions in regard to the behavior of the field quanti
ties, The field quantities depend only on the coordinates
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, and
the surface currents on the cylinder have no z component.
Since the vector potential of electromagnetic theory
is expressible as an integral of the surface conduction
currents (25, pp. 233-235)» the vector potential can be
written
A ® rAi.(r,e) + eA0(r,e),

(2.1)

where circular cylindrical coordinates have been used, and
A
A
r and e are unit vectors in the radial and azimuthal
directions respectively.

Then the magnetic induction vector

B

aaMt

•r a

A,

k

1 A(^Ae) - 1
r ^r
r ^9

=

(2.2)

That is to say that at all points in space external to the
cylinder, the magnetic field intensity vector has no com
ponent other than the z component.
With the time dependence which has been taken, Max
well's equations for the space external to the cylinder can
"be written
VE = 0,

(2.3)

VxE » iuj/ctff,

izA)

V-I = 0,
« -iuJcE.

(2.5)
(2.6)

Therefore, it follows from equations (2.2) and (2.6) that
E —

i
CO €

j !»!
r ^e

_

a ^ Hg
^r

(2.7)

Furthermore, it follows from equations (2.3)-(2.6) that
Hgi must satisfy the two dimensional scalar wave equation
+ k%2 =
where k^ = u)

0,

(2.g)

.

It is required that on the cylinder the tangential
component of E take on prescribed values. If the curve

cr is described by the equation

'1^"

r a g(©),

0 'i TC ,

(2.9)

the outward directed unit normal vector is
A
*7
n 55 ^ [i*. .- g ( e )l
|V _r - g(e)]|
A

V

er'
rr
,2 ^ 12.
j

(2.10)

J,

Then it follows that
A

A

^

kE^ = nxE
aH^

I ^ Mjr

A

ik

, (2.11)

UJ £•

r2

+

r'2

but since
^n

n-VHz

*

equation (2.11) can be expressed as
Et =

.

(2.12)

in summary^ the problem of the slotted infinite
cylinder has been reduced to the following boundary value
problem.

A function, m » Hg, of two independent variables

is sought which satisfies
^2^ +

k^u

0,

(2.13)

external to a specified oloeed ourte cr-, and whose normal
derivative takes on prescribed values oh the ourVe

,

that is,
= U,

(2.1^^-)

where U is a known function.
In addition, the function u is to satisfy the radia
tion condition (2^, p. 193)
LimYF"
(

r-^oo

^

J

^ Q

(2.15)

This last condition ensures that there are no sources at
infinity.
B.

Uniqueness Theorem

It is well known that the specification of the
tangential field on a three-dimensional closed surface and
the radiation condition uniquely determine the electro
magnetic field at all points in space external to the
surface (25, p. M-g6).

It is believed, however, that the

proof given below for the corresponding theorem for the two
dimensional problem has not been previously given.

This

theorem guarantees the uniqueness of the solution to the
boundary value problem specified by equations (2.13), (2,1^),
and (2.15).
The hypotheses of the theorem are as follows:

1.

+

k^u s» 0 in the exterior of some

ourv© <r-, which may consist of several
closed curves in the finite plane.
2.

On cr-, ^u - U, a prescribed function.
an

3.

u has continuous second derivatives
external to car ,
LimyF" r ^ u _
r->»oo \
n

J

s 0, where r is the

distance from any fixed point in the
finite plane.

^

If u satisfying these four conditions exists, it is
unique.
The terminology to be used in the proof is illustrated
in Figure 3.

Suppose that

ditions of the theorem exist.

and Ug satisfying the con
Set

w = U2_ -

Ug .

(2.16)

Then the complex conjugate of w,
w* = ui* - ug*.
The curve
If the curve 0

^ circle which completely encloses CT",
+ cr~» it is found by Green's theorem

that

f

(2.17)

w.v^]da

-Ig-

Figure 3-

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology
Used in Connection with the Uniqueness
Theorem Proved in Chapter II.B
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Due to hypothesis (1), the integrand of the left
hand side of equation (2.1g) vanishes identically in S<
Thus, equation (2.IS) becomes

^n

ds

an

I
+

w.
Xn"

3n

ds = 0.
(2.19)

Due to hypothesis (2) and the definition of w, the
integrand of the first integral on the left of equation
(2.19) vanishes identically, and, thus,

- w -S"

JT-

rd© = 0.

By hypothesis (3), w and

(2.20)

can be represented by

Fourier series which converge absolutely and uniformly
(27, p. S3).

Thus,
00

w = 2 1 A„(r)e^^®,
-C90

(2.21)

and

(2.22)

-00
Due to hypotheses (1) and (^), (25, p. 360)
An(3^)

^(kr).

(2.23)
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and.
Bn(r) =

(2.21+)

(kr)

Due to the absolute convergence of series (2,21) and
(2.22) their terms and terms in their product can be re
arranged without changing their convergent value.

w41-

w.
cir

W

n

hs-oelTtc-oo

m

Thus,

n

m
(2.25)

The convergence of the series (2.25) is uniform with
respect to e so that it may be integrated term by term.
Upon integrating over^ all terms vanish except those
for which n = m, and

r
- "^4^

oo
'5® = ''2I''n°n
— oo

X
(1) (2)' t|(2)„(l)
i).i„r
p 1 de.
^n "n
"" •^n °n
~7Z

(2.26)
The expression in the brackets on the right hand side
of equation (2.26) is the Wronskian for Bessel's differential
equation, and it is equal to -4-i/kr for every n and r
(24-, p. 321).

f

Therefore,

- --ih]

00

ds = -gi
-00

®n®n '

(2.27)
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Henoe, from equation (2.20)

Z1 Cj^c* = 0,

(2.2g)

- oo

and, therefore,

Oji = 0,

(2.29)

for every n.
Thus, w H 0 on

which has arbitrary radius.

Since

the solution to a boundary value problem described by an
elliptic partial differential equation is analytic (2^, pp.
i|.Y_ij.g) ^ the function w found above can be analytically con
tinued from the largest circle completely enclosing CT" to
every point external to cr-^

This completes the proof of

the theorem.
0.

Existence Theorem

Through Q-reen's theorem, an integral equation whose
solution is the solution of the slotted antenna problem can
be formulated.

Sternberg (1^, 15) utilized the theory of

integral equations to discuss the problem of the diffraction
of a plane wave by a homogeneous isotropic cylinder of
arbitrary cross section.

The methods employed by him can

be readily adapted to the slotted antenna problem.

The
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Integral equation developed here will "be useful not only
for establishing the existence of the solution, but it will
also form the basis for the solution methods to be described
in Chapter III.
The terminology to be used in the formulation of the
integral equation is illustrated in Figure 4-.

The curve

represents the bounding curve of the infinite cylinder, the
curve

is a circle of arbitrarily large radius whose cen

ter is within the curve cr*, while the curve K is a circle
of arbitrarily small radius with center at the point P.
The point L is an arbitrary point on the circle ^ ,
while the points P and Q are arbitrary points in the area
enclosed between curves^ and o-. The area S is bounded
by the curve C = ^ + <r" -h

K, and it is shown as the shaded

area in Figure
The function u(P) is the solution to the slotted
antenna problem and, thus, it satisfies equations (2.13),
(2.i4), and (2.15) which specify the problem.

The func

tion v(P,Q) is defined as
v(P,Ci) = ij^-Ho^^krpQ),

(2.30)

(1)
where H q ( k r p q ) is the zero order Hankel function of the
first kind. Ordinarily P is regarded as a fixed point
while Q is considered to be a variable point.

The func

tion v(P,(4) satisfies equations (2.13) and (2.15)

S.
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L

JLigure

Sketch Illuitrating the Terminology
Used in Connection with the Derivation
of Integral Equation (2.^5)

-2^-

Applioation of G-reen's theorem shows that

u V^v

^V

vX7^u da

^'Sn

ds.

(2.31)

s
The left hand side of equation (2.3I) vanishes since the
integrand vanishes identically in S.

The line integral

on the right can be expressed as the sum of three line
integrals over the curves

cr-, and K, In the limit

as the radius of the circle K approaches zero, the line
integral over K approaches -u(P) due to the simple
logarithmic singularity of v(P,Q) as Q approaches P
(24-, p.4-9 and p.96).
circle

In the limit as the radius of the

approaches infinity the line integral over ^

vanishes due to the radiation condition which "both u and
V

satisfy (10, pp. 262-263).

Equation (2.31) can now be

written

-u(P) = J'v(P,<4)||^ds - ru(Q)-^^i^^ds.

(2.32)

>1

It should be noted that in equation (2,32) the direction
of positive normal is toward the interior of the area
enclosed by

o"

(exterior of S).

If the direction of the

positive normal is reversed to conform with the previous
usage in Chapter II.A, equation (2.32) becomes

-25-

u(P) ^ +J"v(P,Q)Uds - J" u(Q)-^^i£^ds,
cr

- F(P)

or-

-J

(2.33)

CT"
where P(P) is a known function of position.

Equation

(2.33) comprises an integral equation whose solution is
the solution of the slotted antenna problem.
I t i s t o be noted t h a t i f the unknown function u (Q)
i s known everywhere on the cylinder, the i n t e g r a l equation
(2.33) provides an e x p l i c i t formula by which i t can be
calculated a t a l l other points of space e x t e r i o r t o <r~ .
The solution problem thus reduces t o a consideration of
equation (2.33) when the point P approaches the curve or*.
I t w i l l be shown i n the following paragraphs t h a t the
solution of the boundary value problem described by equation
(2.33)

reduced to the s o l u t i o n of an i n t e g r a l equa

t i o n which i s the Predholm type of the second kind with
continuous kernel.

The situation with the point P restricted to the curve
CT" is illustrated in Figure 5.

Tiie kernel in equation

(2.33) can "be written
.
dn

S rpQ

5n

Now, due to the definition of v(P,Q),

(2.3'^)

-26-

PO

tr

Figure 5.

Sketch Illustrating the Situation when the Point
P is Restricted to Lie on the Bounding Curve

aY
C

CT s 2 CT.

Figure 6.

Subdivision
of the Bounding Curve
Subdivi
into a Finite Number of Segments
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•V Higher order terms. (2.35)

I n addition,

^ ^=
n

r«n .

(2.36)

I t follows ( 3 7 / p . 95) tiiat

Llm' ^Y(P,q) - „ 1 ,
P-^Q dn
47C RQ

(2.37)

where Eq i s the radius of curvature of the curve
point Q»

cr

a t the

Therefore, the kernel of the equation (2,33)

approaches a l i m i t as P approaches Q, and the kernel can be
defined a t Q so t h a t i t i s continuous t h e r e .

Hence, i t i s

continuous everywhere on the curve a - .
Since the function v(P,Q) has a simple logarithmic
singularity as P approaches Q, it follows (31» PP. IO7-IO9)
t h a t F(P) i s continuous f o r every continuous U.

To show

t h a t i t i s s t i l l continuous f o r every piecewise continuous
U i t i s only necessary t o divide the curve C i n t o a f i n i t e
number of subdivisions on each of which U i s continuous
(See Figure 6 ) .

F(P) i s then a f i n i t e sum of continuous

functions, and, hence, i t i s s t i l l continuous.

I t ©an be ihowii tiiat both the r i g h t hand members
equation (S.33)

ot

csohtinuoufl when the point ^ l i e s i n

the region eicterior to the eui^iri

Howe-rer, i t dees not

follow t h a t they are contlnuoue i n the elosed region oons l s t i n g of the e x t e r i o r of

plus the curve cr*.

In fact,

the second member of the r i g h t hand side of equation (2.33)
has a f i n i t e difioontinuity as 3? a t t a i n s the curve CT" (31,

p. 36) although I'd*) remains continuous as P a t t a i n s the
curve <r" (31,

p. 109).

I n what follows the second member on the r i g h t hand
Side of equation (2.33) w i l l be denoted by w(P).

We(P)

denotes t h i s function evaluated f o r a point P external to
1

> ^e^^o) denotes the l i m i t of W q ( P ) a s the point P
approaches a point P q on the curve CT", and w(Po) denotes
the function evaluated for a point Pq on the curve 0".
A s i m i l a r notation i s used f o r F(P) and u(P).

I t has been

shown (31» p . 96) t h a t
WQ(PO) « w(Po) - i u ( P o ) ,

(2.33)

and (31, p. 109) t h a t

F0(Po) = F(Po)*

(2.39)

Now f o r a point P external to the curve cT" equation

(2,33) oan ^e written
^©(P) « FE(P) - W ( P ) ,
q

(2.IL-0)

and as the point P appi'oaehei a point Pq on the curve cr*,
Ue(Po) -

- ^©(Po)»

(2.4l)

which by equations (2.33) and (2.39) hecoiaes
Ue(Pc>)

F(Po) - w(P^) + iru(I»o).

(2.if2)

It is required that u@(Po) ® ^(?o)» sind when this require
ment is introduced into equation (2,4-2) it becomes
u(Po) = 2P(Po) - 2w(Po).

(2.^3)

Equation (2,4-3) is an integral equation whose solution
yields the values of u(P) on the curve 0^.
If the parametric equations,
X s x(t),
7

-

y(t)»

a ^ t i b,

(2.44)

for the curve cr are introduced into the integral equation
(2,43) it can be written
u(t) = f(t)

^
K(t,r)u(r)dr,

where f(t) is continuous, and K(t,7') is continuous.

(2.45)

This

integral equation is the Predholm type of the second kind.
An existence theorem will be formulated by establishing
that plus one is not a characteristic constant of the integral
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equation (2.^5). If plus one is not a oharaoteristic con
stant, then the Predholm theory guarantees a continuous
solution u(t) to equation (2,i|-5) for every piecewise con
tinuous prescribed function U (31* p.^l> P.55).

The contin

uation of this u(t) into the region external to

through

equation (2.33) furnishee the unique continuous solution to
the boundary value problem.
For the purpose of establishing that plus one is not
a characteristic constant, the homogeneous equation asso
ciated with equation (2,4-5) Is considered, viz.,
b
(2.4-6)

K(t,r)u(r)dr.

This corresponds to setting the prescribed function U E 0.
Now if a solution u(t) ^ 0 exists for this equation, it
must have the property that when continued to the region
external to en through equation (2.33)
which is identically zero there.

yields a function

This is known from the

uniqueness theorem proved in Chapter II.B.
But since u(P) is continuous as any point in S ap
proaches a point Po on the curve, it follows that u(Po) E 0,
and, hence, u(t) E 0.

Therefore, plus one is not a char

acteristic constant of the integral equation (2,4-5).
Q. E. D.
It is important to note that this result does not
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deny the existence of non-radiating current distributions
on the cylinder specified by the curve cr, it simply says
that such current distributions are not solutions of the
integral equation (2.il-5),

In fact, an integral equation

to obtain such non-radiating current distributions could
be derived in much the same manner as equation (2.^4-5) was
derived.

If on page 29

CPq) was set equal to aero,

Uq

the integral equation

u(t) = -f(t) - \ K(t,r)u(r)dr',
a
would have been obtained.

This equation would yield only

non-radiating current distributions and no others.
Before leaving this subject, it should be pointed out
that the reference quoted in regard to the Fredholm theory
of integral equations (31) treats only the case of real
functions of real variables. But this boundary value
problem involves complex functions of a real variable.
The validity of the theorems quoted (31, p.^1, p.55) ^'or
the complex case rest solely on the validity of Hadamard's
Lemma (31> ,p. 2g) for the case of complex elements, however,
and Hadamard's original proof, as well as several others,
was for the complex case (22, pp. II6-123).

Thus, the

existence theorem given above is not limited by this
consideration.

lelatioii 3f Mffr&ation Problem
to Eadi&tion ^robltn
fhrouih

thiorem thd i&lution of the ilottsd

mtenm problim ipteifitd "by equations (a»13)» (^.l^-), and
(2,15) ean be related dirtetly to the iolution of the
Qorreiponding diffraction problem.

In faat> as will be

indicated below^ the solution of the correiponding diffrao^
tion problem ii exaotl^ the (Green's funotion for the
slotted antenna problem.
Hhe terminology to be used here ie illuitrated in
Figure 7.

tPhe function u i@ the solution of the slotted

antenna problem which satisfies equations (2.13),
and (t.15).

fhe funotion 0*, on the other hand, satisfies

equation (S.13) everywhere in S as well as the radiation
condition given by equation (2»15).

On the curve

gt" ,

however»
(2.i|-g)
In addition, d has a unit source at the point {ro,#o)»
A suitable function is
d -

+ r(r,e),

Where f has no singularity at (rQ,©^), satisfies the wave
equation and radiation conditioni and is such that the
boundary condition given by equation (2.4-g) is satisfied.
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cr

Figure J,

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology Used in
Connection with the Derivation of Equation (2.51)

-3^Appllcation of Green's theorem yields

( u V % - Gt3^^)da
V

s

=

(u-^ - (3^)ds,

(2.50)

0

where C = ^ + en +

K.

As in Chapter II.0 the left hand

Bide of equation (2,50) vanishes as does the line Integral
over

when its radius becomes indefinitely large.

As

the radius of the circle K approaches zero, the line
integral over K approaches -u(P), and equation (2.50) can
be written

cr
ouds

where the change of sign is due to the assumed positive
direction of the normal in equation (2.14-).
Equation (2.51) gives a direct formula by which the
solution to the slotted antenna problem can be calculated
when the solution to the corresponding diffraction prob
lem is known.

In fact, if the slot is extremely narrow,

U may be assumed to be an impulse function, and equation
(2,51) becomes a direct equality with no integration being
required.

This equation (2.51) is, of course, simply a

statement of the reciprocity principle for the problem

-35under consideration.

That is, if a unit source on the

cylinder gives rise to a magnetic field u(P) at the point
P, then a unit source at the point P will cause a magnetic
field (current flow) of u(P) to appear on the cylinder.
For most cross sections, the determination of the
solution to the diffraction problem will be as difficult
as a direct solution of the slotted antenna problem.

It

should be noted, however, that a consideration of plane
wave diffraction, which corresponds to P receding to
infinity, leads to a direct determination of the far field
radiation pattern without an intermediate determination of
the near field.
cases.

This may yield an advantage in some
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111.

SOLUTIONS StJlTABI^ FOR NUMIRIOAL COMPUTATIONS

A.

General Ooniid@ratio£ii

The oonBiderations of Ohapter II were all of the nature
of general theoretical ooneiderations.

The prohlem waa

formulated, and the exietenoe and uniqueness of ite solution
was established*

The formulas developed in Ohapter II,

however, are not suited to a direct numerical computation of
the solution to the boundary value problem for most cross
sections. It is true that a formally exact analytical solu
tion could be sought through a determination of the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for the integral equation
It is not likely, however, that this would be an
economical procedure except in the case of the simplest
cross sections, such as the circle for which case the
solution is well known (13)«

It is the purpose of this

chapter to discuss numerical methods for the approximate
aolution of the problem which will be applicable to a wide
class of cross sections*
There are two quantities of primary interest in
connection with the slotted antenna problem.

The first

of these is the current distribution on the cylinder while
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the sicond le the far field r&diatioa pattern.

From the

current distribution the input impedance of the antenna
can be found, and in the oaii of a multiple slot antenna
the mutual impedance of the irarioue slots can be determined.
On the other hand, the far field radiation pattern is of
direct interest to the antenna designer as well.
The current distribution on the antenna can be obtained
through a solution of the integral equation (2.4-5).

There

are a variety of approximate methods available for solutions
to Fredholm type integral equations (30, pp. 4^14-461).

The

choice of an approximation method, in general, depends upon
the characteristics of the problem under consideration.
Some methods appropriate to the slotted antenna problem
will be discussed in the second section of this chapter,
and specific numerical applications will be given in
Chapter IV.
Once the current distribution on the cylinder has
been determined the fields at all external points in space
may be obtained through equation (2,33). Ih particular,
the far field radiation characteristics of the antenna can
be found from this equation.

For this purpose it will be

convenient to replace v(P,Q) and its normal derivative by
their asymptotic expansions (2^, p. 100){
ikr«.n
v(P,Q) « Ar^Q^ ^ ,

and

a

(n*fi)>

(3»l)

where A is a oonitant, ahd S is a unit vector directed from
the point Q on the curve

to the far field point P. For

approximation purposei the factor r^^ can be considered
esientially constant over the curve

and equation (2*33)

becomee

u(P) = A?p*
(3.2)
where

denotes a mean value for r^^.

For a single narrow slot located at a point 4o on the
curve ^T", the function U may be taken as a unit impulse
function, and equation (3*2) then becomes

u(p) ®

^
U.

fu(Q)e^^^^*'^(n*u)de"i' .
^
J
(3.3)

It is interesting to note in equations (3.2) and (3*3)
that the first term represents an integration of the tan
gential electric field while the second term represents
an integration of the surface currents on the cylinder.
In most instances, the integrands in these equations will
not be such that an integration in closed form can be
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formed by numerical methods.
In the event that only the far field radiation
characteristics of the slotted antenna are needed, an
alternative which exists to the procedure outlined above
should be mentioned.

As indicated in Chapter II.D the

plane wave diffraction problem for a given cylinder cross
section is intimately related to the slotted antenna
problem.

Equation (2.51) shows that in order to find the

magnetic field at a far field point P due to a narrow slot
at a point Qq on the curve «" one may evaluate the current
at the point Qo <^vie to a plane wave incident on the cylinder
from the far field point P. The solution of the diffraction
problem Involves an integral equation quite similar to the
integral equation {2,^-^) for the slotted antenna problem.
In fact, the integral equation for the diffraction problem
is identical with equation (2.^^-5) except that f(t) is re
placed by twice the value of the incident field at the
curve or .

This integral equation may be derived by methods

similar to those employed in Chapter II.
Although leading directly to a determination of the
far field, the procedure discussed in the previous paragraph
has several drawbacks.

In the first place, it is necessary

to solve a separate integral equation for eaoh direction in
which it is desired to determine the far field. Secondly,

—4'0—

of course, no knowledge of the current on the radiating
cylinder is obtained by this method.

A very limited amount

of numerical work seems to indicate that a higher degree of
approximation is required in solutions of the integral equa
tion for the diffraction problem than for that of the corre
sponding radiation problem.
In the applications to be given in Chapter IV, the
integral equation (2.>5) will be solved approximately to
obtain current distributions, and the far field radiation
characteristics will be found through numerical integration
of equation (3»3).
B.

Approximate Solutions for Fredholm Integral Equations
The linear integral equation (2.4^) whose solution is

sought here is a Fredholm type integral equation of the
second kind, viz»,
b
u(t) « f(t) +

K(t ,r)u(7-)aT.

(3.4)

A distinguishing feature of the slotted antenna problem is
that f(t) is a rapidly varying function for values of t
which correspond to points near the slot location.

Al

though f(t) is continuous for every pieoewise continuous
specified function U as indicated in Chapter II.C, it has
a logarithmic singularity at the slot location in the event
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that U is a unit impulse function which corresponds to the
case of a vanishingly narrow slot.

Since f(t) is equal to

u(t) operated on by a bounded operator, it can be immedi
ately inferred that the solution u{t) will also have a
logarithmic singularity in the event that U is a unit
impulse function.

For narrow slots, in which case U is a

narrow rectangular function, f(t) and u(t) remain continuous
but nearly have a logarithmic singularity in the vicinity of
the slot location.

This feature of f(t) and u(t) limits the

applicability of the various methods available for obtaining
approximate solutions to Fredholm type integral equations.
Probably the most obvious method of obtaining approxi
mate solutions to Fredholm type integral equations is that
which depends on replacing the integral by an approximating
sum through some rule of numerical integration such as
Weddle's rule.

A concise description of this method is

given by Hildebrand (30, pp.

This procedure

leads ultimately to a system of n linear algebraic equations
for the functional values of u(t) at n points.

It is some

times considered that a disadvantage of this method is that
the data obtained is in the form of numerical values for
the unknown function at specified points rather than being
in the form of an approximating expression which can be
evaluated at any point desired.

This does not appear to be

a serious disadvantage in the present instance as these same
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numerloal values for u(t) can be used in the numerical
evaluation of the integrals of equations (3.2) and (3.3)
for the far field radiation pattern. In any event an
approximating expression could be designed from the pointwise information in regard to the unknown function u(t).
Probably the most serious disadvantage of this method
in the case of the slotted antenna problem arises from the
unusual behaviour of f(t) and u(t).

Since these functions

are nearly singular, numerical integration rules have diffi
culty in handling the integral of equation (3.^). The end
result is that a large number of points must be used which
increases the labor necessary to obtain an approximate
solution to the problem.

The applications of Chapter IV

illustrate this point.
When the kernel of the integral equation (3.^) is
separable, i.e., expressible as a finite sum of terms each
of which involves the product of a function of t alone and
a function of T alone, the equation is exactly solvable
through the solution of a finite system of linear algebraic
equations (30, pp. ^06-M-09).

Although it is not expected

that such is the case in the present instance, it will be
possible to represent the kernel with an approximating
separable kernel which will lead to accurate values for
u(t) with a reasonable amount of labor.
When the kernel is replaced by its double Fourier

-43serles expansion^ viz.^

K(t,7-) =

2121

-ao

^

'

(3-5)

-oo

it is seen that e^ery terra of the doubly infinite sum is
expressed as a product of a function of t alone and a func
tion of 7" alone. In this form, the kernel fails to be
separable only because the sum is infinite instead of finite.
If the integral equation is treated as if its kernel were
separable, one is led formally to an infinite system of
linear algebraic equations a solution of which would lead
to a Fourier series expansion for the solution function u(t),
viz.,
OO
u(t) = f(t) + 21

(3.6)

-0€»

In this discussion, the general integration limits (a,b)
have been replaced by (--7r,7r).

This is no restriction

since in any particular case the transformation to limits
i-7t,7C )

can be accomplished through a linear change of

variable.
A useful approximation procedure is obtained when the
kernel is represented approximately by a finite Fourier sum
of the type shown in equation (3.5).

The solution of a

finite number of linear algebraic equations then leads to
a finite Fourier sum for the solution function u(t).

The Interesting feature of this approximation procedure
is that the nearly singular property of f(t) and u(t) is not
a fundamental limitation to the accuracy at a given stage of
approximation.

As is seen by equation (3.6) the nearly

singular character of f(t) is automatically reflected in
u(t).

Thus, this approximation method is particularly suited

to the slotted antenna problem.
The quantities needed to carry out the above outlined
procedure are the leading Fourier coefficients for the
kernel KCt,?") and for f(t).

An analytical expression is

available for both these quantities, but the expressions
are not easily integrable.

Thus, a direct integration for

the Fourier coefficients is pretty much out of the question.
The leading Fourier coefficients for f(t) can be ob
tained by numerical integration.

The nearly singular nature

of f(t} poses some special problems, however.

The usual

numerical integration formulas are not particularly efficient
in evaluating an integral of this type since they require a
rather large number of points for a rapidly varying function
such as f(t).

Of course, the required detail increases with

the order of the Fourier coefficient due to the more rapid
oscillation of the Integrand.

Likewise, numerical processes

for determining Fourier coefficients which depend on assum
ing all the harmonics above a given order negligible are
not especially good here either, since a nearly singular
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function auoh as f(t) has Fourier coefficients which de
crease relatively slowly in magnitude initially.

An eco

nomical procedure for determining the leading Fourier co
efficients of f(t) results if one calculates the values of
f(t) at a reasonably small number of points, and then re
places f(t) by a function fi(t) which consists of the
straight line connection of the calculated points for f(t).
The Fourier coefficients of f^^Ct) can be evaluated readily
by direct integration, and the leading Fourier coefficients
of f-^Ct) will coincide closely with those of f(t)»

The

higher order coefficients of f^Ct) will be appreciably
different from those of f(t), of course, since the higher
order harmonics for fj^Ct) will have to fill in corners la
f2_(t) which do not exist in f(t).
A direct approach to the problem of obtaining the
leading Fourier coefficients of KCt,?^) would involve the
numerical evaluation of double integrals. While feasible
this is not particularly attractive from the point of view
of the amount of labor required.

A useful method is to

postulate a finite double Fourier sum for
require this postulated sum

K
i
t
,
T
'
)

and then

to pass through a

number of calculated points for KCt,?")*

This will lead

to a system of linear algebraic equations for the coeffi
cients of Ki(t,T').

Often certain symmetry properties of

KCt,?^) can be observed in advance and utilized to reduce

the amount of calculation required.
The approximation methods disousaed in thia chapter
will be illustrated in detail in Chapter IV in connection
with specific applications.
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IV.

A.

APPLICATIONS

Circular Cylinder

While the slotted antenna problem in the case of a
oircular radiating cylinder has been solved completely
through expansions in circular wave functions {6, 13),
it will be considered here for two purposes. First it will
be shown that the integral equation (2.^5) can be solved
explicitly for the case of the circular cylinder and that
the solution so obtained agrees with that previously found.
Secondly, numerical results will be obtained for a partic
ular case of the circular cylinder by a number of approxi
mation methods applied directly to the integral equation.
An evaluation of the various approximation methods can
then be made through a comparison with results calculated
from the known direct solution.
A circular cylinder specified by the parametric
equations
X a acost ,
y a asint ,
is considered.

(4.1)

The parameter t is the polar angle of a

line segment connecting the origin with a point on th© circle
The terminology to be used is illustrated in Figure S.

Y

Q(T)

P{t)

R =2a SIN^It-Tl
A

A

X = a cos t
y • a SIN t
fj/'

Figure g.

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology Used
in Connection with the Integral Equation
Solution for a Slotted Circular Cylinder
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Recalling the definition of v(P,Q) given in equation
(2.30), the integral equation for the circular cylinder case

can toe written

(i|)u (t) = |lHQ{kR)tIdr
-TT

+

RH]^(kR)u(7-)ar, (4 .2)

where
R « 2aeini|t-r| .

(lf.3)

It is understood here and throughout this section that the
first type of Hankel function is intended where the super
script is omitted.
fhe integral equation (4-.2) can be simplified through
the use of the addition theorem for Hankel functions (25,
p» 37^).

Thus>
o©
H q C^) ® 21

^

,

and
RHj^(kR) = - ^ Hq(!cR)

= -a Z rji(li;a)K5,(ka)

-00 L

+ J-(ka)Hi(ka)~| e^-mCt-T)^
-J
(^.5)
With these substitutions the integral equation (^.2) becomes

»50"

K

'K

"®®

-I rji(Jsa)H„(lsa) + Ja(!£a)Hi(ka)l
L
J

u(r)»-l»'^dr.
(^.6)

From an identity involving the Wronekian aseooiated
with Beeeel funotions (h4-, p. 321} it ie found that

H=

TT-[jmOtajHiOsa) - ji(ka)Hn(!£a)1- .

(^^.7)

Upon inserting thia on the left hand side of equation (^.6)
it can be written

K

Ju * „ t ' tl

u(t) = 2»rZ e^®*{j„HaAnA

- * [j

X + JX]

Where

Am - 2^Ju(r)e-'-"'^dr,
-TT
(7-jg-imr
'K

In equation (^,g) the arguments of the Beseel funotions,
ka, have been eliminated in the interest of brevity.
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Now In equation (^.S) the ^ are known, being the
Fourier coefficients of the specified function U.

The

are to "be determined, and they will completely specify the
solution since they are the Fourier coefficients of the
unknown function u(t).

If both sides of equation (4-.8)

are multiplied by e"^®^ and integrated from -tt

to TT ,

it is found that

JmHii - JXJ B„, «(|)JaHoAa -

jX - JX a
H

(^.10)
and, therefore,
= .5B<£^)_ .

(4.11)

Hence,

(1)
"(t) = 21 —TiJi
-•»
(Ita)

,

(4.12)

Where the Aq are the Fourier coefficients of the specified
function U. Equation

12) furnishes the desired solution

for the current distribution on the circular cylinder, and
it agrees with previous results (2).
The next problem is to deduce the far field radiation
pattern from the current distribution which has Just been,
found.

Although the far field could be found directly In
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the case of the circular cylinder as the limiting form of
equation (il-.12), it may toe of interest to apply equation
(3.2) directly as must be done for other types of cylinder
cross sections.
The terminology to be used here is illustrated in
Figure $.

As indicated on the figure, for points at a

great distance from the circular cylinder,
rpq » ro - aeos(t-e),
and

n»u =

cos(t-9).

(4.13)

When these substitutions are made in equation (3.2), it can
be written

.TT
Ou(e) =

r
-7C
JC

+ ik J"u(t)e~^^a°°®^^'"®)cos(t-e)dt,{k.lk-)
-71

where
0 =

Ar^^e

T-l
°a

Now if the Fourier series expansions for U(t) and u(t)
are Inserted in equation (4.1^), it becomes

Cu(e) =X
-00

^

^ 1 Sdiil fe-l''aoos(t-6)giiiit(,os(t-e)atr
Hids-a) J
J
-TT
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CX7

PQ.

Tpl

FOR

= fg + a-zargCOSCt—e-)
Tq

» a,

X rp^=ro-a c0S(t-^);
n-u =C0S(t--e)

Pifiure 9.

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology
Used in Finding the Far Fields for a
Circular Cylinder Using Equation (3.2)

where the Ajq are the Fourier coefficients of U(t), and the
Fourier coefficients of u(t) are obtained from equation

(^.12).
The integrals involved in equation (4-.16) can "be
expressed in terms of Bessel functions since they are
related to the integral representations of Beesel functions
(2^, pp. g^-92).

Thus,

fTT
.TT
1 g-ikacos(t-e)Qimt^^ - gim© I ©-iicacosT^imT
-TT
which is

=

which is

=

j

)dw

(^.l?)

The changes of variable involved in equation (4-,17) are

'7' = t - e

and w = 7" f

TT

.

Due to the periodicity of the

integrands the limits need not be changed.

Differentiation

of the Identity above with respect to ka leads to

f

TT

e-iis:aoos(t-©)e^m^oos(t-e)dt

zr

= 27re-^^®-^^^z)j^(ka)e^®®. (4-.18)
When the Identities of equations (^.1?) and (^.IS) are
substituted into equation (^,l6), it becomes
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Ou(e) = STT J

Ji(l.a)]- .
(^.19)

When the Wronskian given in equation (^.7) is introduced
into equation (^,19) it is finally found that
&£>

.

Equation (4-.20) furnishes the desired expression for
the far field radiation pattern of a slotted circular cylin
der, and it agrees with previous results. Thus, the
integral equation (2.H'5) is directly solvable in the case
of a circular cylinder, and the solution obtained agrees
with the result obtained through an expansion in circular
wave functions (g, 13).
Having shown that the integral equation (M-,2) is
solvable in terms of circular wave functions, it is now
desired to apply several approximation methods directly to
the integral equation in order to obtain an evaluation of
these methods for subsequent application to non-circular
cylinders.

The particular case of the circular cylinder

to be considered is shown in Figure 10. The dimensions
were chosen as reasonably typical of slotted antenna appli
cations.
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Y

ka = .5

.05

1.u

k
oC

1,

1
0<

- TT

2
Figure 10.

TT

2

Slotted Circular Cylinder
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Comparison of Results Obtained by Various Methods
for Current Distribution on a Circular Cylinder
Circular Cylinder:

ka « 0.5»
o< = 0.05 radians,
U « l5:/e< , |t| < •</2,
= 0, o</2< |t| sTT.

Complex values of u(t) - Real part listed above imaginary
part.
t

1

2

-0.63^0 -0.2299

3

5

6

-0.2129
-0.1724

-0.5669
-0.2377

-0.2100
-0.1173

-0.2293
-0.1523

-0.1gl9
^/6 -0.1851
-0.1^1-61 -0.1554
^/3 -0.06gl -0.0659

-0.1720
-0.1131

-0.1796
-0 .1 ^29

—

—

-0.1226

-0.0562
-0.1019

-0.0612
-0.1230

—

—

-O.OOOB

0.0092

0

-0.1550

-0.1221

-0.0032
-0.0902

-0.1653

0.0042

-0.0924 -0.0270
0.0391 0.0422

-0.1071

o.o4io

2^/3

0.0333
-0.0592

-0.0566

-0.0726

-0.0563

5776

0.0535
-0.0372

-0.0307

0.0606

0.0703
-0.0623

0.0597
-0.0329

0.0521
-0.0293

0.0672
-0.0213

0.0770
-0.0526

0.0652
-0.0245

7t

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
o.

0.0392
-0.0252
—

—

0.0991
-0.0022

—

—

—

0.2222 •

0.1922

Circular wave functions. Estimated accuracy:
within three units in last decimal place.
Kernel approximation. First order.
Kernel approximation. Zero order.
Linear equations. 13 point. Weddle's rule.
Linear equations.
5 point. Simpson's rule,
Linear equations.
3 point. Simpson's rule.

IMAGINARY

PART

OF

u{t)

3 IT
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Figure 11. Complex Value of Current on Circular Cylinder
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The current distribution on the circular cylinder was
calculated by six different methods, and the results of

those calculations are indicated in Table 1.
*

The values of current given in Column 1 of Table 1
were calculated from the exact series expression given by
equation {4-.12).

The purpose of this calculation was to

obtain accurate values of current in order that they might
serve as a check on the various approximate solutions to
the integral equation (4-.2).

In the case under consider

ation the series given by equation (4.12) takes the form

X

{
Ho(0.5)

DO H„(0.5) sln(nAo)
, V-

^

In computing values of the series (4-,21), the first twenty
terms of the indicated sura were calculated from available
tables (36, pp.

^6-67) to four decimal accuracy and

their sum computed directly.
It is observed, however, that the series (4.21) is a
very slowly converging series, especially for the case
t « 0.
factor

In fact, for t = 0, it is only in virtue of the
that the series converges at all.

factor is present due to the non-zero slot width.

This
In the

limit as the slot width approaches aero (U a unit impulse
function) this factor is replaced by unity and the series
(4-,21) fails to converge at t « 0.

u(t) then has a
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logarithmic singularity at the point t = 0.
From the foregoing comments, it is clear that it is
hardly valid to assume, per se, that the remainder after
twenty terms of the series (4-,21) is negligible.

An esti

mate of this remainder was obtained, therefore, and applied
as a correction to the computed values of u(t).

The manner

in which this estimate was made will be indicated in detail
for the case t = 0.

For t = 0

_
1 •T'Hn(0-5) 8ln(nAo>
«20 - -JrA
n)4&
•

o.,

For large values of n, the Hankel functions can be approxi
mated by the leading terms of their series representations
(24-, pp. 92-97)^ aiid it is found that

Hn(ka)
Hjlkio

.Ica-fi
—V

2

^ls;aN2 j.

1

/k

For the case under consideration, the second term of this
expansion will be less than 0.03^ of the first term for
all values of n exceeding twenty.

Therefore, the leading

term of the expansion can be used with good accuracy.
With this substitution in equation (4.22) it is found that

n«21
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Since the individual terms here are slow varying functions
of n, the value of this sum can be estimated by evaluating
an integral which approximates it, viz..

f(n)dn .

f(n)

(^.25)

n«N
Thus,
00

^ dx.

®20 =

Ct-.aS)

\J

0.5125
where the change of variable x « n/H-0 has been introduced.
A single integration by parts yields

sintdt = -2^ - Oi(x) ,

(^.27)

where Oi(x) denotes the cosine Integral function (35» P.3)It is thus found that Ego = -0.1771> a significant correction
indeed to u{0),
A similar correction for the remainder has been
applied to all the calculated values of u(t) in Column
1 of Table 1.

For other values of t the remainder is

not nearly so large as it is for t = 0, but it remains
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signlfleant.

The correction applied after 23 terms of

summation for all other angles varied from -0.0033 to
-0.004-3.
The imaginary parts of the u(t) converged much more
rapidly than the real parts and required no correction.
It is felt that the remainder evaluation is accurate, and
that the major source of error in the u(t) in Column 1 of
Table 1 is in the round-off error in the summation of the
leading terms.

On that basis, it is estimated that the

real parts given are accurate to within three units in the
last decimal and that the imaginary parts are accurate to
within one unit in the last decimal.
The numerical values for u(t) given in Columns 2
through 6 of Table 1 are the result of various approxima
tion methods applied directly to the integral equation
(4-,2).

For the parameters of this example, the equation

takes the form

where

-f
Initially attention will be focused on the problem
of obtaining values for f(t).

This problem is conveniently

considered in two parts, that is, the problem of deter
mining values of f(t) for t within the integration range
and the problem of determining values of f(t) for t out
side the integration range.
For values of t well outside the integration range,
it is seen that f(t) will take on a mean value of the
Integrand.

Specifically,
f(t) = Ho(sln4|t|),
lt| »«/2 ,

seems like a natural approximation, the accuracy of which
would Improve as the slot became narrower.

The accuracy

of this approximation can be investigated by expanding the
integrand of f(t) in a Taylor series in T about the point
T- 0 and integrating the resulting series.

The result of

this process is

where
X • sinir|t|

(4.30)

In the present instance, if it is assumed that two terms of
the expression given in equation (^.JO) represent f(t)
exactly, it can be shown that the approximation of equation
(4-.29) is accurate to four significant figures when the
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magnitude of t is greater than 15°.
As t approaches zero, however, the approximation of
equation (^.29) breaks down.

This clearly must be so

since the zero order Hankel function has a logarithmic
singularity at t = 0 while it is known that f(t) is con
tinuous there.

This situation can be handled by introducing

for the zero order Hankel function in equation (^-.26) its
small argument approximation (35? P. 1^2)

In the present case, it is found that

(1-.32)

f(0) s 1.000 - i3.5001.

Having disposed of the problem of evaluating f(t)
various methods of obtaining approximate solutions to the
integral equation (M-,2g) will now be considered.
numerical results of Coiumns

The

a^id 6 in Table 1 were

obtained by replacing the integral by an approximating
sum (30, pp, 444—This method is straightforward in
application and will not be discussed in detail here.

It

is noted, however, that since it is known in advance that
u(t) is an even function, the required number of linear
equations to be solved are halved.
In the computations leading to the results of Columns
5 and 6 in Table 1 Simpson's rule was used to approximate

the integral, and the number of linear equations to be
solved were two and three respeetiirel^.

It should toe remem

bered, howeirer, that these are linear equations with complex
coefficients and unknowns so that the equivalent number of
linear equations with real coefficients and unknowns was
double, or four and six respectively. In the computations
leading to the results of Oolumn 4 in Table 1 Weddle's rule
was used to approximate the integral, and it was necessary
to solve seven linear equations with complex unknowns and
coefficients, or equivalently fourteen equations with real
unknowns and coefficients.
The method of linear equations might be Judged effi
cient if one had available computing machinery directly
programmed for the solution of linear equations of large
dimension.

Even in this case, the labor involved in merely

setting up the equations is quite formidable. The number
of equations required to show sufficient detail in u(t) will
increase as the cylinder dimensions increase. The degree of
approximation exhibited by the results of Oolumn k- in Table
1 probably is between that for the results of Oolumn 2 and
Oolumn 3 which were obtained by a much simpler method.
The kernel of the integral equation (4.2g) has several
striking symmetry properties.

In the first place, the ker

nel is symmetric in the usual sense, viz.,
K(t,T) « KT.t) ,

("*.33)

and in the ieoond plaee^ the kernel is a function of
|t-T|

only, viz.,
K{t,r) = K(|t-T| ).

(^.3^)

The properties (4-.33) ®^hd (4-.3^) are oomiaon to all cylinders
of circular cross section.

These properties are illustrated

in Figure I3.
The numerical results of Columns 2 and 3 in Table 1
were obtained by introducing approximate separable kernels
in equation (^,2S) in place of the exact kernel. The choice
of approximating kernels is considerably restricted by the
symmetry properties (M-.33) a^id (4'.3^).
The results of Column 3 were obtained by introducing
the approximate kernel
Ko(t,r ) - K(0, TT/e),
= 0.23470 - 10.77321.

('^.35)

The corresponding expression obtained for u(t) was
u(t)

ifT pd:) - .5309 V 10.2199J . (4.36)

This relatiTely crude approximation for the kernel yields
amazingly accurate results as may be seen by comparing the
results of Column 3 of Table 1 with the accurate values of
Column 1. The double integration for the average value of
K(tj,T') which might seem the best choice for KgCt^T) has
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Figure 13.

Sketch Showing Behavior of Kernel of Integral
Equation for Slotted Circular Cylinder Antenna
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been avoided because of tlie computational labor required
in the numerical evaluation of a double integral.
The results of Column 2 of Table 1 were obtained by
introducing the approximate kernel
2
K^( t,T ) - K(0,0) + K(0,TT )sin i(t-T),
« 0.22002 - I0.70S92
- [0.22002 - iO.07230] oos(t-T).

(4-.37)

The corresponding expression obtained for u(t) was
u(t) « ^

[-0.51312 + 10.2070^]
+ [0.17070 - 10.000^5] costj- . (^.32)

This kernel approximation takes on the exact values of
KCtjT*) on the lines t-T = nTT and approximates it else
where.
The solution of integral equations with separable ker
nels is straightforward and requires no comment here (30,
pp. 4-06-^11).

The evaluation of the integrals Involving

f(t) was made through numerical integration formulas after
f(t) had been determined at a number of points through
equation (4.29) and (4-.32). It is observed that while the
kernel is indeterminate at t » T , it is readily evaluated
there either directly or through equation (2.37).

»7o-.

Th@ resulti of this seotion m&f be eumm&riEed as
followss

It has b«eh shown that the integral equation

(2.^5) is direetly solvable ia the ease of a oiroular
oylihderi and that the solution obtained both for the
ourrent distribution and far field radiation pattern
agrees with those previously obtained {$, 13)*

A number

of approximate solution methods have been direotly applied
to the integral equation for a partioular oase of the
slotted oiroular oylinder antenna.

£t appears that a

finite Fourier approatimation to the kernel yields aeourate
numerical results most eoonomioally,
B.

ailiptio Oylinder

fhe problem of the slotted elliptic cylinder has been
completely handled through an expansion in elliptic wave
functions (3, 9, 19),

a particular oase of the slotted

elliptic cylinder will be considered from the integral
equation point of view in this section, This is done first
of all because the elliptic cylinder furnishes an additional
type of cross section for which solutions by the integral
equation method can be checked against other methods of
solution, fhere is an additional purpose to this particular
application, however.

Even with the new tables of elliptic

wave functions which have recently been made available (33)1
computations of radiation patterns and current distributions
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through expahsloii® in elliptic wave functions are quite
tedious involving considerably Biore oonaputational labor
than the correeponding calculations for circular cylinders.
The integral equation furnishes an alternative method which
is in general more economical from the computational point
of view.
The terminology to be used in connection with the
integral equation development in the case of the elliptic
cylinder is indicated in Figure l4-.

The elliptic cylinder

is specified by the parametric equations
X « acost
y » bsint

and

("^.39)

The relations given in Figure 14- follow directly from the
ellipse geometry and the parametric representation (^,39).
It may be noted that they reduce to the corresponding
relations given for a circular cylinder in Figure g in the
special case b » a.
Utilizing these relations and the definition of v(P,(4)
given in equation (2*30), the integral (2.i^5) takes the form

(fjjud;) - I lHo(Hi)OP(7-)ar

(lcR)u(T)—
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X = a cost

y = b siNt

P(t)

R= 2a SIN[^|t-ri F[-^(t+ T)],
A

F(0)

A

n . a = SIN

Ftr) F

d S = a F ( T ) d r , WHERE
F ( r ) = / l — C O S ® T ,

Figure iM-.

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology Used
in Connection with the Integral Equation
Solution for a Slotted Elliptic Cylinder

where

and

R » 2asin §|t-T|jF i(t-i-T) ,

F(t) as j/l - 6^oos^t

,

e being the eocentriolty of the ellipse. It is seen that
this equation is similar to that for the oiroular cylinder,
equation (^.3)» although soiaewhat more complicated.
reduces to that equation when "b is set equal to a»

It
The ker

nel retains the property of symmetry, KCt^T") * K(T',t),
but no longer possesses the property of being a function of
lt-T| alone»
When the current distribution on the elliptic cylinder
has been found through the solution of the integral equation
(4-.M-0), the far field radiation pattern can be found through

application of equation (3.2).

The terminology to be used

in the application of this equation is illustrated in Figure
15.

The development is quite similar to that given for the

circular cylinder leading to equation (M-.l^). In this case,
" 1*0 " r(t)cos((/; -e),
and
where
and

a.u

oos(

-*6),

r(t) ~ aF
(),
(^.4-1)

Mt

X»a cost
y= b SIN t

PO

Y

Q(t)

TAN^J/'-g-TAN t

FORro>>r

''po'
n • u = cosiir--e-)

Figure 15.

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology
Used in Finding the Far Fields for an
Elliptic Cylinder Using Equation (3.2)

-75When these substitutlois are made in equation (3.2), it
can "be written
Ou(e) «

'

^jg-i(kaoos®eost t kbsinesint
^-TT

+ Ik

i^''«ln®8ln<^)[!i'(0)co8SooBt
+ BlneBlntJ dt,

(4.42)
where
-1-1
0 = [Ar;*e^'"Oa
Equations (4>,4-0) and (^-.^2) constitute the complete
formulation of the slotted antenna problem for the elliptic
cylinder by the integral equation method.

The remainder of

this section will be devoted to the solution of this prob
lem for a particular case of the elliptic cylinder.
The special case of the slotted elliptic cylinder
antenna to be considered is illustrated in Figure l6.

This

ellipse has a major axis of one-half wavelength and a minor
axis of one-quarter wavelength with a narrow slot at one
extreme of the major axis.

Several types of calculations

were carried out for this antenna. First of all, the cur
rent distribution on the cylinder was obtained through an
approximate solution of the integral equation

Then

the far field radiation characteristics were found through
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Slotted Elliptic Cylinder

1

-77equation (4-.M-2) wherein Weddle's rule was used to carry out
the integrations numerically.

For comparison, an alternate

computation of the far field radiation pattern was made
through the known solution in terms of elliptic wave func
tions (3, p. 10). Finally, an experimental determination
of the far field radiation pattern was obtained. While the
work to be described here ie for a particular case of the
elliptic cylinder, the methods used are directly applicable
to any slotted elliptic cylinder antenna.

Table 2 is a

numerical tabulation of the results obtained through the
various methods while Figures 17 through 19 give a graph
ical presentation of these same results.
For the case under consideration the integral equation
(4^.^-0) takes the form

(gi/TT )u(t) « f(t)

U(t,7")u(r )d7'

where
HQ(kR)F('r)dT,
and

K(t,r) = ^RHi(kR)/p[i(t-^7-)]
In equation

and
F(t) «

fAbla 2
OompuriBon of Hesuits Obt&insd toy Viufious Mstliods
for Currtnt Distribution and Far Fisld
of an Elliptic Cylinder
Slliptie Oyliadtrs

ka s

W/2,

kb a 7t/l^^

a 0»1^0 radians,
U a lt/«< ,

ItK^/Z,

a 0, slsewhere. : ;
u(©)-Far field.

u(t)-Ourreiit
t

1

•

2

3

0

-0.89^5
-0.2670

0

i.oogo

I.oogo

1.000

«r/6

-0.133^
-0,23i2

3r/6

0.9930
13.55®

«=

1.005

t/3

0.0359
-0.1%!

jr/3

0.99^5
41.00®

0.9569
50.74®

0.975

X/2

0,0997
-0.0269

rr/2

0.8992
89.9^®

0.8622
93.©2®

0.790

2'73

0.0609
0.0514

0.627^^
1^1-2.42® lM.6.66®

0.568

5ff/6

0.0076
o.o53i

0.56^9«
208.87®

0.59s

5W/6

tmi"

4

umim

MM nil

0.672
0.6521 . 0.6385
TT
227.97® 231.290
0.039^
Heal part above
Magnitude above phase angle,
imaginary part.
1. Kernel appro3ciaation. Hine terms of double
Fourier series.
2. Slliptio wave funotions. Aoouraoy'*four figures.
3. Integration of ourrent distribution obtained from
integral equation. Weddle's rule.
4. Experimental.
-O.Olil'g

X
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Complex Values of Current on Elliptic Cylinder
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On the line t = 7" the limiting form of equation (4.4M-) is
used so that
k ( t j t }

53

" 'js ' ' a

".

7r2F2(t)

•

As in the ease of the circular cylinder, the function f(t)
can be accurately approximated for points distant from the
slot, which is located at t = 0, by a mean value of the
integrand, viz.,
f(t) « HQ(kRQ),
where

, ,
I cR - TT sini 11|F(^t).
q

(^.^7)

For points near the slot location, small argument approxi
mations can be introduced in the integrand of the equation
for f(t), and, in this case,
f(0) - 1.000 - i2.5571^ .

(4-AS)

The behaviour of the kernel, IC(t,T' ), is illustrated
in Figure 20, and its symmetry properties are indicated
there.

a

finite double Fourier series expression is now

sought which approximates the kernel.

This expression

when found can be used in the approximate solution of the
integral equation (^.^4-).

The symmetry properties of the

kernel restrict the types of suitable trigonometric terms,
and it is postulated that
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-iO.81057

-^0.8I057

TT

.28461
+ 1.35887
1.13365
iO.73256
^tr

.28461
+ 1.35887

10.20264

-10.81057

-10.20264

-iO.81057

.28461
+1.35887

TT

1.13365
-10.73256
10.81057
-IT

.28461
+ L35887
K(t,T)« K ( T ,t)
K(t,r) = K(-t,-T)

Figure 20.

Sketch Showing Behavior of Kernel of Integral
Equation for Slotted Elliptic Cylinder

s AQ +• A^Ccost

COST) •»• AgOosCt+'T)

+• A^cos(t-T*) •>• Ai^(cos2t + cos2T )
cos(att-T) +• co8(27" ti )J
+• Agj~cos(t-2T ) + oos(2t-'T')J
^ A^ cos2(t-t-r) + AgC0s2(t-r).
When

(^.^9)

is equated to K(tj7") at the thirteen points

indicated on Figure

20,

a system of thirteen linear equa

tions in the Aq through Ag are obtained.

Of these thirteen

equationsJ seven are independent and by a solution of them
the unknowns Aq, A^^, Ag, A^, Ai|., A^ +• A^, and A^ i- Ag can
be determined.

In this case, it is found that
Aq

s

0A2k3k

-iO.3 2 2 7 5 ,

Ai - 0,
Ag = 0.23726 -i0.il-99gi|-,

A^ = "0.32956 -iO.Og^gg,
Aij. = ~o.iig6^ -<-10.0979^,
A5 V Ag = 0,
and

Ay + Ag

The kernel

s -o.09ii-77 -10.09898.

K ^(t, T )

(^.50)

so determined approximates the exact

kernel KitfT") everywhere and is exactly equal to it at the
points indicated on Figure 20.

The solution of the system

of linear algebraic equations is not nearly so difficult as
one might think at first glance since due to the selection
of points at which Kj^CtjT") is equated to K(t,7^) the

elements of the cbefficient matri3t are all iiitegere whose
magnitude is equal to o±» less than two and almost one
quarter of the eleiiiehts are equal to E6rb.

Neither is it

necessary to write additional equations to determine
Ajf and Ag individually since only the siims indicated
appear in the solution of the integral equation.
When the approximate separable kernel K^Ct,?") is
introduced into the integral equation (^.4^) it can be
solved directly, and one is led to a system of two linear
algebraic equations with complex unknowns and boefficients.
The expression obtained for the current distribution is

(t) =

- L°.1777

10.139s]

This is the approximate solution for the current distribu
tion which has beett sought, and from this expression the
numerical values of GOlumn 1 in Table 2 have been tabulated
and the curves of Figure 17 have been plotted.
From this current distribution the far field radiation
pattern for the elliptic cylinder antenna can be found
through equation (4.^2)

Because of the nature of the

specified tangential electific field U (narrow rectangular

fuiictlon) th® fijf-it tirm of thii equation oan b# approxi
mated by a mean value of its integrand. For thii oase,

then, the equation (4*42) sah be written
-i-^-oose
Oj^ute) « e

+

IT
w
r
. . -i?(E00@®008t + einesint) r
n
1 \ tt(t)e ^
I c o s e o o s t + a s i n e s i n t j dt,
-?r
where
0 « kl"(0)G3^.

(4.52)

From this equation, the normalized values of the far field
radiation pattern tabulated in Column 3 of Table 2 were
calculated.

In addition, they are shotirn graphically in

Figures 1^ and 19.

The integration was performed numer

ically through the uee of Weddle's rule.
For comparison, the far field radiation pattern was
also oaloulated by the known result in terms of elliptic
wave functions (3# p. 10).

Although the formula given by

Garter, £t al, is for the limiting case of a narrow slot,
it ia readily generalized to the oaee of non-zero slot
width.

The oomputatione were performed with the aid of

the recently published tables of Mathieu functions com
puted by the National Bureau of Standards (33).

2fhe results

of these calculations are given in Oolumn 2 of Table 2 and
are illustrated graphically in figures IS and 19.

Finally, an experimental model of the slotted elliptic
cylinder antenna analyzed here was constructed and the mag
nitude of the far field radiation pattern obtained by actual
measurement.

A sketch of the experimental setup used is

shown in Figure 21.

Data was recorded at ten degree inter

vals, and a graphical plot of this data is shown in Figure
Ig. Reasonable precautions were taken to >(feiiBure that an
accurate measure of the far field radiation pattern was
obtained.

The lack of symmetry in the measured pattern, to

the extent to which it exists, is a measure of the imper
fections of the experimental setup.

Such lack of synimetry

might come from reflections from external objects, such as
buildings, or it might reflect the fact that the model
cylinder is not perfectly symmetrical. In any event, it is
felt that the measured pattern provides good verification
of the theory presented in this section.
The experimental model was constructed by cutting
wodiaen forms from plywood.

These forms were in the form

of ellipses with a major axis of J,So inches and a minor
axis of 3.20 inches.

Four of these forms were joined with

strips of lath as vertical stiffeners, and the resulting
structure was covered with a wire mesh to form a cylinder
about ^1 inches in length,

A slot about

inch wide by 17

inches long was then cut in the wire mesh, and this slot
was fed at the center by a length of flexible coaxial cable.

TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA „
( FOCUS - 14.4)

RECEIVING
ANTENNA
(ELLIPTIC C Y L I N D E R )

GR S I G N A L
GENERATOR
FREQUENCY (64-7025)
METER
(647023)''^

RF
•LINE
MATCH
ING

K

stub

RF
CABLE

TURNTABLE

POWER VLINES
35'-0

35*-0
CRYSTAL
HEWLETT
PACKARD
T U N E D AMPLIFIER
AND METER
(1707)

Figure 21.

Sketch Showing Experimental Set Up Used in Obtaining
Measured Values of the Far Field Radiation Pattern

Figure 22.

Experimental Model of Slotted Elliptic Cylinder Antenna
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Pattella ffi®asursffl@nti were mad® at a frequeney of 776.4 me.
A photograph of the aod@l amttmna is ghown in Figure 2B,
In

iummaryi it @an be said that in thii iiotioh the

integral equation method has been applied to the elliptic
cylinder with good succeei. fh§ current distribution on
a particular elliptic cylinder was calculated aa well as
the far field radiation pattern from the integral equation
formulation.

The far field radiation pattern obtained

froia the integral equation wai compared to that obtained
through a solution in termi of elliptic wave functions.
A fair compariion wa§ obtained.

It ii believed that the

small difference that does @:^ist between reeults calculated
by the two methodi ii largely due to the application of
WeddleU rule to evaluate the integral in equation (4,^2)
for the far field radiation pattern.

An experimental

radiation pattern wai alio obtained*
C.

iquare Oylinder

Ae a final application of the integral equation method
of solving the ilotted antenna problem^ a slotted cylindri-cal antenna whoie croii section is square will be analysed.
This type of cross section is of special interest since the
solution is not obtainable through known methods as was the
case with the previous applications.

Also» special problems

arise in connection with the corners of the square cross
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seotlon whicii do not occur for cross sections having con
tinuous curvature.
The type of cross section being considered here is
illustrated in Figure 23 where the length of a side of the
square is 2a.

In Figure 2^ the parametric representation

to be used in connection with the square cylinder is shown.
Although the functions x(t) and y(t) cannot be conveniently
expressed in closed form, their Fourier expansions are
readily found.

The Fourier expansions for x(t) and y(t)

are given by
CO
x(t) - {=) a/L~
H^oos(2nH-l)t,
n=0 (2n+l)

and

,^,
,k 2 ^sin( 2n+'l®
,
y(t) = (^)a 2_
5^sin(2n^-l)t.
n=0 (2n+l)

,,
(4.53)

These Fourier expansions are rapidly convergent.

The partial

sums differ from the function most noticeably at the corners
of the square.

The curves represented by partial sums of

the given Fourier series will be characterized by progres
sively smaller and more rapid oscillations about the sides
of the square and a crowding into the corners.

The curves

represented by the first two partial sums of these series
are illustrated in Figure 25.
Now it is these very corners which cause difficulty
in the integral equation formulation of the slotted antenna
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Y

(-0,0)

(-0,-0)

Figure aj.

ii

(a,a)

(0,-0)

Infinite Cylinder of square OrosB Section
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x(t)

-TT

-a -

y(t)
-a

-

2

oo

C0S(2n +l ) -

X(t)= (Tr)oJo (2ntl)2
, 4 x2

y(t)=(-^)

Figure 2H-.

??

SIN(2n+l) ^

C°S(2n + l)t
s i N (2n^ i ) t

Parametric Representation of Square
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Y

C — SQUARE CYLINDER

X =( - ^ ) ^ ^ C O S t

C| —X=(-|^)^^[cOSt-|cOS3t]

y^ir) ^SINt

y =(4^)^^[siNt t^SIN 3t]

Figure 25.

Square Cylinder and its Fourier Approximations
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problem for a square cylinder.

The kernel of the integral

equation can be evaluated on the line t ~ 7" by means of
equation (2.37).

This equation states that on that line

the kernel is proportional to the curvature of the curve
or, correspondingly J, inversely proportional to its radius of
curvature.

But at a corner the radius of curvature is zero,

and the kernel becomes infinite.

In the case of the square

cylinderJ the kernel is zero everywhere on the line t » *7"
except at the corners where it is infinite.
of course, apply only to the line t «7^.

These remarks,

For points (t^T")

removed from this line the kernel has well defined noninfinite values.
Thus J for the square cylinder the Integral equations
formulation leads to an Integral equation whose kernel is
singular at four points.

This will be the case for any

cross section having corners, and the number of singular
points of the kernel will be equal to the number of corners.
These singular points of the kernel cause not only theo
retical difficulties, but also practical difficulties in
obtaining approximate solutions to the integral equation.
One approach to this problem would be to obtain formal
Fourier series expansions for the singular kernel which
would converge to the value of the kernel at every point
at which it was finite and would diverge infinitely at a
singular point of the kernel.

Examples of this technique
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in one variable are the peeudo-Pourier expansions
oo

S(t) =
and

^
^log|tl = log(7r) - 1 -

^ cQsnt.

(^.5^)

n«l
The first of these, often used as a representation for the
•'impulse function", actually diverges at every point since
the magnitude of the mth term does not approach zero as m
approaches infinity.

This series is, however, Cesaro

summable to zero at every point in the closed interval
Q-7r,7l^ except at the point t = 0 where it diverges
infinitely.

The second series converges at every point

t / 0 in [-7r,7r^

since it is an oscillating series whose

nth term approaches zero, but it diverges infinitely at
t = 0.
Even after one has decided to use such a formal Fourier
series expansion for the kernel, however, the problem of ob
taining the coefficients of the expansion is not easily
handled.

The approach which was used in this instance was

to use the kernel for a curve which approximated the square
but which had continuous curvature.

A natural choice for

such approximating curves are the partial sums of the para
metric Fourier series representations of the square given
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in equation (4-.53).

In particular, the slotted antenna

problem will be solved for the curve obtained by taking
two terms of the parametric representation, and it will
be asserted that the solution so obtained approximates
that for the exact square.

The curve to be used ia shown

in Figure 25 as Ci# and it will henceforth be designated
as the quasi-square.
The quasi-square for which the solution of the slotted
antenna problem will be obtained is shown in Figure 26. The
parametric equations of the quasi-square are

X

- A

l^cost

and

y = A j^sint

where

A=

- ^os3tJ ,

(*+.55)

,

and a is the half-side of the corresponding square.
For the quasi-square the integral equation (2.4-5) can
be written

= f(t) + I K(t,-r) u ( T -)a7-.

(1)-.56)

-TT

In this equation
K(t,T") « H^(kR) n.u )/Ip
The meaning of R,

n,

^cosj^.

and u is shown in Figure 26.

(if.57)
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Q(T)

PQ

P(t)

TT ^

I^COS t

y=

t

g

+ -^ SIN
U

ka = 0.8
cC = 0.109

COS 3t^

3t

k

1
-TT

1
JL

~2

Figure 26.
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Slotted Quasi-Square Cylinder

^
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R " fiA-^sin^p + l-sinjS
where

jS " ^(t-T"),

and

y^i(t+T),

ein^jS

ooB^y

+ ^sln^3|sj' ,

(^.52)

The outward directed unit normal to the curve is given by
the relation
^^n(T) ® 1 l^cosT* -t* ^os37'J
+ j [sinT - ^sin37-J,

(^.59)

= J y 10 + Soos^-T" .

{^•.So)

where

The unit vector directed from P to <4 is given by

^ r(t,'7~) » i "l^cosT-cost - ^[cos37"-cos3tJ^

+ J -|^sinT-sint
|
+ [sin3T*-8ln3t]j'.(!<•.6l)
The limit of K(t,T") as t approachesT" can be obtained
directly through the definitions given above, or it can be
found from equation (2.37). Thus,
K(t,t) = -1

27n£A(10-6cos4t) •

(^.62)
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For the slotted antenna problem as illuitrated in
Figure 26, f(t) in th# integral equation {^.5^) is given
by

f(t) =

HgCkR)

y

^9*^°°?'^'L'a7-.

('^.63)

Z

As in the case of the circular and elliptic cylinders,
f(t) can be evaluated for points far removed from the slot
by taking a mean value of the integrand.
f(t) = HQ(kR),

Thus,

|t|":^>«</2.

(i|-.6^)

For points near the slot, the small argument approximation
of HQ(kR) can be used /equation (4-.31J/ and the integration
carried out directly.

In the case ka =

f(0) = 1.000 - 12.4-34^2.

0

,6,
(4.65)

The equation (4.5^) through (4-,65) constitute the
complete integral equation formulation of the problem of
obtaining the current distribution on a quasi-square cylin
der excited by a narrow axial slot.
When the current distribution has been found through
the solution of the integral equation (^.56), the far field
radiation characteristics can be found through application
of equation (3.2). Figure 27 illustrates the geometrical
situation in the case of the quasi^square cylinder. The
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[cos t -

cos 3tl

y =(#-)^^[siNt + ^SIN 3t]

rf„ =
PQ 0
TAN«|f =-r
ri
2
r =-vx
+y

Figure 27.

r^-2rr„ COS(</'-&)
®

FOR To >>r
= Tq- r cos(\//-0)
•^PQ" 'O
h - u = COSiil/- B-)

Sketch Illustrating the Terminology
Used in Finding the Far Fields for a
Quasi-Square Cylinder from Equation (3.2)
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application of equation (3.2) is similar to the development
leading up to equation (^.1^) in the case of the circular
cylinder and to equation

in the case of the elliptic

cylinder. In the case of the quasi-square cylinder, one
obtains
. V
Cu(e) =

I
^iltr(t)cos('/'—e) ds,.
\ Ue ^
'||dt

S'-TT

ik
^TT
In this equation ^
dt is as given in equation (^.6o), and
r(t) = y 2

tanl/'(t)=

2

£f|! ,

(lf.67)

X and y "being the parametric expressions given in equation
(^.55).

This completes the formulation of the problem of

finding the far field radiation characteristics of a quasisquare cylinder.
The results of this section were next applied to a
particular case of the square cylinder for which ka = O.S.
The numerical values obtained are summarized in Table 3 said
displayed graphically in Figures 22 through 30.
The current distribution values tabulated in Column 1
of Table 3 ®-nd shown graphically in Figure 2g were obtained
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fable 3
Comparison of Results Obtained by Various Methods
for Current Distribution and Par* Field
of a Square Cylinder
Square Cylinderi

ka ® O.S
o<. ® 0.109 radians,

U = k/o< , lt| < ®</2,
= 0, elsewhere.
u(t)-Current.

u(©)-Normalized far field.

3

t

1

e

2

0

-1.5903
-0.5296

0

1.0000

0°

1.0000
0°

1.000

ir/G

7r/6

0.9^3

-0.^422

7.05°

9.97^
6.0^0

0.979

7r/3

0.0163
-0.2g43

kn

0.235

2^^.72°

0.235
23.92°

0.290

-K/z

0.1132
-0.1362

7r/2

0.636
50.15°

0.655

0.657

2^/3

0.1229
-0.0024

2^/3

0.^16
100.05° 97.66°

0.326

57^6

0.0906
0.0616

5^/6

0.^39

o.if3^

0.0762
0.079^

TT

TC

50.41^0
o.ii-3^

^
153.22° 152.65°

0.^74 0 529 „ 0.536
171.00° 169.22°

Real part above
Magnitude above phase angle.
imaginary part.
1. Kernel approximation, Quasi-square.
Eleven terms of double Fourier series.
2. Integration of current distribution obtained from
integral equation for quasi-square. Weddle's rule.
3. Circular wave functions for circular cylinder
which approximates square cylinder.
Experimental. Square cylinder.

A R G U M E N T O F u(t)

MAGNITUDE OF u(t)
2.001
j;
2

ka = 0.8,oC= 0.109 RADIANS
U= k/<, ltl<V2,
^
= 0, ELSEWHERE.

jr

T

4

2

I.00-2

.50-.

Figure 2S.

Complex Value of Ourrent

Quasi-Square Cylinder

4
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ka = 0.8
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by an approximate solution of the integral equation (4'.56)
for the quasi-square.

This was obtained by finding a par

tial double Fourier series expansion for the kernel K(t,7")
which approximated it satisfactorily.

Various properties

of the kernel restrict the types of terms that need to be
considered in the double Fourier sum.

While it is not

symmetric, the kernel does have the properties
K(t,7") = K(t^-i7r

),

(i|-.6g)

for all values of t and T, and
K(r+b,T') s K:(7--b,T-),
for T= n7r/4, b being arbitrary.

(4.69)

These properties elim

inate all but certain types of Fourier terms from consider
ation, and it was postulated that
KiCt^T") = Aq +

cos(t~7") •¥ AgCosSCt-T")

A^cos3(t-T) -h Aij_cos4(t-T)
t A^cos^-T* +• AgCos(t4-3T)

AyCos2(t-»-T)

Ag00s(3t+-T) -4- A^cos^t ¥ A^ C o s 4(t-t-T).
q

(4.70)
The coefficients Aq through A^^q were determined by equating
the postulated kernel K2.(^»7~)
K(t,T') at the eighty-one points

actual values of

-log"

t = mTTA,
= nTTA,

m » -4,-3,
n = -4,-3,• ••,3,

The kernel has equal values on many of these points so that
this process leads to a system of ten independent linear
algebraic equations in terms of the coefficients Aq through
Aiq.

this case, it was found that
Aq = 0.21706 - 10,25736,
A3_ = -0.18463 - iO.06345,
Ag = -o.o4g57 -h io.01199,
A^ = 0.01321 - iO.03^99,
2(Ai,.+A^Q) = 0.00317 - iO.04267,
A^ = 0.06054 + iO.00050,
Ag = -0.09060

i0.1gg24.

Ay =: -0.00165 + 10.13315,

and

Ag =

0.01915

10.07^36,

A^ =

0.01252 - iO.01477.

(4.71)

The kernel K^^Ct,"?") so determined is equal exactly to
KCt,?") on the eighty-one points specified, and it approxi
mates it elsewhere.

It is not necessary to determine

and Ag individually since only their sum is needed in the
approximate solution of the integral equation.
The approximate kernel K2^(t,7") was introduced into
the integral equation (4.56). Since

is separable,

the resulting integral equation is directly solvable leading
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to two sySterne of linear algebraic equations in two un
knowns each with complex coefficients and unknowns.

Th©

resulting expression for the current distribution u(t) is

u(t) = 1 635681

^ (-0.38921-10.12399)

4- (0.17136 -I- 10.14^1-31)cost
+ (0.06036 - i0.1l207)oo82t
(0.0^577 - I0.075i2)cos3t
+• (-0.02202 +• 10.00014)cos4tj-.

(4,72)

Values of this expression have been tabulated in Column 1 of
Table 3

plotted graphically in Figure

2&.

Next, the far field radiation pattern of the slotted
quasi-square cylinder was obtained through application of
equation (4.66). In the present instance where U is a
narrow rectangular function (see Figure 26) the first
integral of this expression can be approximated by a mean
value of the integrand.

The second integral was evaluated

numerically by Weddle's rule, and the results of this com
putation are tabulated in Column 2 of Table 3

shown

graphically in Figures 29 and 30The quasi-square cylinder (shown as

in Figure 25)

is the second of a sequence of cross sections which might
have been used.

Successive ones would be found by taking
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Mgher order partial sums of the Fourier represeatatlon
(^.53)

square cylinder.

The first of this sequence

of cross sections is a circle shown as Cq in Figure 25.
For comparison with the results obtained for the quasi-square
cylinder, the far field radiation pattern for this circular
cylinder was also computed. Equation

(4-.20) was

used for

this purpose, and the results are tabulated in Column 3
fable 3 as well as being shown graphically in Figures 29
and 30.
Comparison of the two sets of values shows extremely
close agreement considering the crudity of approximation
involved in using a circle to approximate a square. In
fact, the Irregularity of the values shown for the quasisquare at 0 equal to zero and pi suggests that the values
for the circular cylinder may be even better than those
given for the quasi-square. It is felt that any major
errors in the values for the quasi-square reside in the
use of Weddle's rule to carry out the numerical integration
of equation (^.66). In any event, a rapid convergence of
the process of using successive curves which approximate
the square seems to be indicated.
Finally, an experimental model of the square cylinder
uiider consideration was constructed, and the magnitude of
its far field radiation pattern was determined experimen
tally.

A photograph of the model used is shown in Figure
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31. It was oonatructed of aluminum sheet with corner
brackets for stiffening»

the square cylinder had a eid©

of 6.10 inches, and a i inch slot approximately JO inches
long was cut down the center of one side, fhis slot was
fed at the center by a length of flexible coaxial cable
as shown in Figure 31.

3?he experimental setup was identical

with that for the elliptic cylinder previously discussed.
A sketch of the arrangement was shown in Figure 21.

Data

was recorded at ten degree intentals of the azimuth angle,
and a plot of this data is shown in Figure 29.

As can be

seen, a close agreement with calculated values was obtained.
In summary, it can be said that in this section the
integral equation method has been applied successfully to
slotted square cylinder antennas.

The current distribution

as well as the far field radiation pattern were computed
for a particular case of the square cylinder.
ment with experimental results was obtained.

Good agree

•••;

Figure 31.

.t"
Experimental Model of Slotted Square Cylinder Antenna
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation has been concerned with the general
problem of finding the electromagnetic fields at all points
external to an infinite cylinder of arbitrary cross section
excited uniformly by an infinite axial slot.

This is equiv

alent to a two-dimensional problem in which the normal
derivative of a function is specified on an arbitrary closed
curve, and it is desired to find the values of the function
on the curve and at all points external to the curve.
It has been found that for a cylinder whose generating
curve has continuous curvature and for which the specified
tangential electric field is piecewise continuous there
exists a unique continuous solution.

The uniqueness property

has been established through a partial differential equa
tion formulation of the problem, while the existence has
been established through a linear integral equation formu
lation of the problem with the aid of the Fredholm theory
of integral equations.
The linear integral equation formulation of the
boundary value problem forms the basis of a practical method
of obtaining solutions to the slotted antenna problem for
cylinders of arbitrary cross section.

The method is rapidly

convergent for cylinders having moderately small cross

seotlonal dimenaions.

Buoh dimensions are typieal in prac

tical antenna applications.
The quantities of primary interest in the slotted
antenna problem are the current distribution on the cylinder
and the far field radiation pattern, fhese quantities are
readily found through the integral equations formulation
and solution of the problem.

This problem has been solved

previously for the circular and elliptic cylinders through
expansions in circular and elliptic wave functions.

The

expressions obtained for current distributions by these
methods are very slowly convergent, however.

The linear

integral equation method undoubtedly has a very significant
advantage over previous solutions in obtaining current dis
tributions on circular and elliptic cylinders.

It has the

further advantage that it can be applied to find the cur
rent distributions and radiation patterns for slotted
antennas of arbitrary cross section.

Even in the case

where the cross section of the cylinder has corners, which
introduce singularities in the kernel of the integral
equation, no insurmountable difficulties arise.
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